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ABSTRACT This systematic mapping literature aims to identify current research and directions for future
studies in terms of combating cyber propaganda in the social media, which is used by both human effort and
technological approaches (socio-technical) for mitigation. Out of 5176 retrieved articles, only 98 of them
were selected for primary studies; classified based on research artifacts, mitigation effort, and the social
media platforms involved in the research. The search was conducted using selected databases and applying
selection criteria set for this research. Through the analysis, important research trends were identified based
on human effort and technological approaches in mitigating and combating the cyber-propaganda issues.
The authors also identified various mitigation socio-technical approaches such as identification, detection,
image recognition, prediction, truth discovery and comprehension of rumours flow. The study also highlights
areas for further improvements, to complement the performances of existing techniques. Besides, the study
provides a brief review of cyber propaganda detection using classification techniques. Hence, it has set forth
applicable research focus on the areas dealing with the mitigation of risk borne by cyber propaganda in the
social media.

INDEX TERMS Systematic mapping review, social media, cyber propaganda, mitigation, human effort,
socio-technical approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION
Social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter are known
as powerful communication tools that have fundamentally
changed the way information is shared and as well as how
human relationships are developed. By leveraging internet-
working technologies, social media has enabled much of the
world’s population to remain connected, hence overcoming
the traditional communication barriers of time and distance.
The advancement in social media technology such as the
newsfeed algorithm has helped in the propagation of mes-
sages in a quicker engagement. At its worse, this cycle can
transform the social media into a kind of confirmation bias
machine, one perfectly tailored for the spread of propaganda.
Therefore, existence of social media has sparked concerns
about the adverse consequences of propaganda or other forms
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of false information in global societies. This is because, the
social media is increasingly being held responsible for the
content on their sites, as the world tries to grapple events in
real-time as they unfold [1].

There are many terms used by scholars, politicians, and
journalists to represent the accuracy of the information and
the intentions of spreading information in the media, some
of them include propaganda, misinformation, fake news, and
rumours. However, there is no generally agreed definition for
this informationmanipulation [2], [3] and these terms are also
considered as synonyms [4]. However, in this study, we define
the term ‘cyber propaganda’ as information that is created in
a controversial way to shape public opinion, by suggesting
something negative that will manipulate public opinion in
the social media [3], [5]. Propaganda has gained significant
attention in the US presidential election of 2016. During the
election, most of the fake news stories mentioned tended to
favour Donald Trump over Hilary Clinton, and many people
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thought that Donald Trump would not have been elected as
the president [6]. This propaganda did not only happen in the
US that year but it also affected politics in nine other countries
within the year 2016 [7]. To date, propaganda has begun to
rise exponentially and the global effect has risen by 150%
for the past two years according to the Computational Propa-
ganda Research Project (COMPROP) [6]–[8]. The social bots
that reside in social media are also believed to be one of the
major factors that contributed to the propaganda dispersion
in 2017, where approximately 23 million social bots were
found in Twitter accounts [9]. The spread of propaganda
has not only brought about disruption in global politics but
has also caused cyber-hate, riots, threats, and even numerous
instances of violence. For instance, the rise of disturbing
online anti-Muslim propaganda has caused offline incidents
such as Muslim women being targeted for wearing the head-
scarf, and Muslims in general, facing an attack on the streets,
and various mosques being vandalized [10], [11]. The root of
this matter is believed to have been started by the behaviour
of humans and the intricate technology found in the social
media. To give an instance, humans aremore likely to respond
to contents that tap into existing grievances and beliefs,
thus inflammatory messages will generate fast engagement.
Meanwhile, the intricate technology in the social media plays
an important role in dispersing propaganda; considering the
rise of social bots’, newsfeed algorithms in the social media,
and the platform functionality that makes social engagement
more rapid.

Human behaviour and the technology of the social media
factors (also known as socio-technical) are inseparable. Thus,
there is a need to understand how they influence each other
and co-evolve [12]. It is crucial to incorporate a holis-
tic view of factors in mitigating propaganda, this includes
socio-technical approaches. Currently, there are different
ways of combating propaganda. For instance, a project con-
ducted by the University of Oxford developed various meth-
ods in mitigating propaganda through algorithms, tools’ data
memos, methodologies and others as far back as 2016 [5]. Not
only has this caught researchers’ attention in providing solu-
tions to this problem, Facebook and Google have also taken
their initiative in combating this issue. After the issue of fake
news propagation during the 2016 US presidential elections,
Facebook administrators began the labelling and warning of
inaccurate news by implementing a flag button. To further
strengthen it, Google administrators in March 2018 launched
Google News Initiative (GNI), to fight against the spread
of false information [13]. Cyber information propagation
behaviour and advanced social media power in world his-
tory and public memory, has come to the forefront in the
recent years; especially with the increase in multi-functional
social networking tools like Facebook’s Likealyzer and
Twitter’s Tweetdeck. The question of how cyber informa-
tion propagation behaviour and social media power interacts
and associates, however, has been poorly addressed. Some
scholars on social media governance argued that research
in the domain should focus on the dynamics of behaviours

such as free speech [14]. Yet, scholars on Internet tech-
nology have noted that internet technology narratives often
praise the intricate technology and its method to be the core
influence [15].

To date, however, little work has thoroughly examined
the above contributions as the core attribute to the aggres-
sive cyber-propaganda in the current social media. As a
result of ttthis, scholars endorse a narrative that characterizes
behaviour and technology as separate elements, making both
conditions separable and non-associated [16], while in real-
ity, it is not [17]. Mitigating propaganda in socio-technical
approaches, however, has been proposed and investigated by
many researchers and experts to address the spread of false
information that has led to numerous global threats. The
major contributions of this paper are as follows:

• A critical review of the current state of literature on the
mitigation of cyber propaganda in the social media.

• A detailed review of the classification approach carried
out on some of the selected studies for cyber propaganda
detection (section III)

• A literature mapping review on how to combat cyber
propaganda (Figure 8).

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows: In
section II, the research motivation, questions, and objectives
are presented. Section III provides a review of cyber propa-
ganda detection using classification techniques. In section IV,
systematic mapping is carried out. Section V presents the
data extraction for the study. In section VI, the results of
the mapping are presented. Section VII provides the dis-
cussion while section VIII finally brings the paper into its
conclusion.

II. MOTIVATION, RESEARCH QUESTIONS,
AND OBJECTIVES
There has been an increasing research interest on meth-
ods for combating propaganda, and this interest persists
despite the reality that these two areas are not yet well
established and there are no systematic reviews available
for further research. Systematic Literature Reviews (SLRs),
are employed under circumstances when there is insufficient
empirical evidence available, or when the topic area is too
vast for an SLR to be conducted. [18]. Thus, systematic map-
ping was conducted because systematic mapping would give
an extensive, wide and detailed overview of the research area
where it would map out and categorize existing literature;
which would fit the objectives of this study. For conduct-
ing the review, the guidelines followed were described by
Petersen [18] in his paper on conducting systematic mapping.
This paper aims at presenting not only an overview but also
an understanding of how mitigation effort contributes to dif-
ferent areas.

A. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES
Table 1 below shows the research objectives and questions for
this research.
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TABLE 1. Research questions and objectives.

III. REVIEW OF CYBER PROPAGANDA DETECTION USING
CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES
This section provides a review of the classification techniques
for cyber propaganda detection on the selected studies under
the aspect of datasets, feature sets, modelling, and perfor-
mance metrics. The review process in this section adopted a
similar approach used in [19]. Out of the 98 selected studies,
30 of them employed classification techniques for detec-
tion. This section is divided into four different sub-sections.
In subsection A, a review of the datasets is provided.
Subsection B gives the review of the feature used for cyber
propaganda classification whereas subsection C provides a
review of the modelling aspect. Finally, subsection D reviews
the performance metric employed for cyber-propaganda clas-
sification. The summary of the review is presented in Table 2.

A. REVIEW OF DATASET FOR CYBER
PROPAGANDA DETECTION
In any data mining task, datasets and its collection are very
crucial. The dataset serves as the starting point require-
ment because feature extraction is carried out on the
dataset. Through the dataset, some discriminative features are
extracted, which serve as an input to the machine learning
algorithm. A literature survey on this domain shows that
most datasets are sourced by the authors. The analysis of the
selected studies shows that the datasets for cyber propaganda
detection can be broadly classified into homogeneous and
heterogeneous data. In homogeneous data, the study uses
only a single type of dataset. Most of the studies that utilized
this type of dataset have obtained the data from Twitter. For
example, Conti et al. [20] in their study on rumour detection
using different window time, employed Twitter datasets. The
authors made use of longitudinal and near-complete data
that have content of all the Twitter public user commu-
nication that has been collected over 31/2 years. With the
dataset, the past rumour propagation instance investigation
was made possible. Similarly, Yang et al. [21], on the attempt
on automatic detection of rumour, employed Sina Weibo
datasets. In their research, they shifted their attention from
Twitter data and investigated the credibility of information
on Sina Weibo. According to literature, Sina Weibo has
over 374.1 million registered users [21] that generates over
100 million microblogs daily.

On the other hand, heterogeneous data is said to have been
utilized when two or more datasets for cyber propaganda
detection are used to enhance the predictive performance of
the model. For instance, Jin et al. [22] in their study on
rumour detection on microblog collected dataset fromWeibo
and Twitter. The Weibo dataset was crawled on all the posts
for false rumour between May 2012 and January 2016 from
the official debunking system for a rumour. For Twitter data,
the study adopted the MediaEval data Boididou et al. [23]
which is meant for the detection of multimedia content on
the social media. The dataset consists of the Training set
(that comprised 6,000 non-rumour and 9,000 rumour tweet
obtained from 17 rumour connected events), and a test set
that comprised 200 tweets obtained from 35 rumour con-
nected events. The review of the selected studies revealed
that most studies employed homogeneous data for detection
experiments. The summary of the dataset used is shown in
Table 2.

B. REVIEW OF THE FEATURE EXTRACTION FOR
CYBER PROPAGANDA DETECTION
Features serve as a key factor in constructing the classi-
fication algorithm to obtain the performance of the upper
bound cyber propaganda detection. Thus, feature extraction
is a crucial step in any classification task. A varying range
of features for automatic identification of rumour has been
presented in the selected studies. The feature analysis used
in the studies can be broadly categorized into three dif-
ferent classes of features - social content, image, textual
and propagation-based feature [22], [24]. The textual fea-
ture denotes the semantic and statistical properties found in
a tweet text. The statistical feature helps in capturing the
important tweets statistics such as frequency of the punctu-
ation marks, the word count and the count of the capitalized
characters in the tweets [25]. On the other hand, the semantic
feature denotes the abstract representation of the semantics of
text such as opinionated words and sentiment scores. In some
of the selected studies [26], [27], the bag-of-words feature
extraction technique has been used to capture the textual fea-
tures that show the relation existing between tweets. Besides,
topic model related feature extraction techniques such as
LDA (Latent Dirichlet allocation) are also useful for the rep-
resentation of abstract semantic features for rumour detection
tasks [28], [29]. Textual features are extracted manually and
as a result, have some limitations such as context extraction
and not being able to take account of word order during the
extraction. To address the limitation, Ma et al. [30] employed
a deep neural network (RNN) to effectively represent
tweets.

Social context features are obtained from the social net-
work features found in the microblog. This set of features is
most useful in rumour detection in the social media [29]. The
features are constructed to obtain the interaction that exists
in social media such as user replies, re-tweets, user mention,
hashtag (#) and URLs. For instance, Ratkiewicz et al. [31],
in their study, employed social context features such as a
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TABLE 2. Summary of cyber propaganda classification techniques.

mention, hashtag, and links to create a ‘‘Truthy system’’ for
the identification of deceptive political memes using Twitter
data. Image feature has also been employed as a feature
for rumour detection. The verification of the reliability of
multimedia content, besides the textual content, has been
carried out by a few studies. For instance, Morris et al. [32],
published a survey outcome that indicated the reliability
of the user profile image on the user’s post. Similarly,
Boididou et al. [33], in a study on rumour detection, car-
ried out an automatic prediction on the reality of tweet that

shares multimedia contents. In the verification, the study
employed the ‘‘Multimedia Use task’’, which was a part of
theMediaEval benchmark between 2015 and 2016. However,
the combination of image and text forensic features were
captured as a feature baseline for the task. In a related study,
Jin et al. [34], investigated various image features of the
tweet based on the image statistics and visual appearance.
However, the fusion of these novel images and text features
indicated effectiveness in rumour detection. The summary of
the feature extraction is depicted in Table 2.
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C. REVIEW OF THE CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES FOR
CYBER PROPAGANDA DETECTION
In any classification task, features extracted from the dataset
are employed as an input to the classifiers. In such cases, the
constructed model can classify the labelled data as rumour
or not rumour. According to the findings of selected stud-
ies, various classification algorithms have been applied for
rumour detection in social media. Moreover, some studies
employed more than one classifier for performance compar-
ison of individual classifiers on their proposed technique.
The review of the studies shows that different researchers
on rumour detection employed different datasets. As a result,
the comparison of different classifier performance during the
classification phase in such a case becomes problematic. For
instance, Ma et al. [30], in their study on a novel approach
for automatic identification of rumour in Microblog web-
site, utilized Twitter and Sina Weibo dataset. They created
a model called DSTs (Dynamic Series-Time Structure) that
investigated different social context features, which include
the content-based feature, propagation-based, and user-based
feature. They trained the model with various classification
algorithms found in Weka such as SVM, DT, RF, RF-ext,
and SVM-RBF. The experimental results show enhanced per-
formance in both Twitter and Weibo data on rumour detec-
tion concerning the early period of diffusion and full events
lifecycle. However, the comparison of the results becomes a
problem due to differences in the datasets.

Kwon et al. [35] in their study on ‘‘Rumour detection
over varying Times window’’, utilized Random Forest clas-
sifier to test and compare the predictive performance of the
selected features (which include user, network, linguistic and
temporal domain) to obtain the power of individual features.
However, a three-fold cross-validation experiment was per-
formed on each selected feature and the iteration was carried
out 10 times due to the insufficiency of the feature (a total
of 111 humour and non-humour) in drawing a conclusion on
the performance results. Thus, only the feature that occurred
above 8 times was selected as a discriminating feature for
humour classification. In another study, Jin et al. [22] exper-
imented with a deep neural network with a multimodal fea-
ture to investigate the presence of rumour in the tweet data.
The study employed RNN (Recurrent neural network) to
obtain the intrinsic correlation that exists in textual, visual,
and social context feature on the instance of a tweet. The
experiment was carried out on two separate datasets (Twitter
and Weibo). However, the predictive performance shows that
using Weibo data with an att-RNN model, enhanced the pre-
dictive performance of rumour detection from 65% to 78.8%
by using a single modality approach. Hence, it performed
better than the feature fusion approach by 12%. By using
Twitter dataset, on the other hand, the model boosted from
59.6% to 68.2% when compared with the best result obtained
in the single modality method (visual feature). In addition,
a better performance was also obtained than the feature
fusion modelling by over 6%. The summary of the modelling
approaches is shown in Table 2.

D. REVIEW OF THE PERFORMANCE MEASURE FOR
CYBER PROPAGANDA DETECTION
In cyber propaganda classification, the evaluation of pre-
dictive performance can be determined by employing dif-
ferent performance metrics such as similarity measure,
accuracy (ACC), Sensitivity, Specificity, recall (REC),
F1-Score (F-S), Precision (PR), and Area under the
curve (AUC). The computation of these metrics can be
carried out by employing values of false positive (FP),
true positive (TP), false negative (FN), and true nega-
tive (TN), which are the contents of the confusion matrix.
However, the choice of choosing the performance metrics
depends on the purpose of detecting cyber propaganda.
Even though the review studies show that the most use-
ful performance metrics are F-measure, accuracy, preci-
sion, and recall, yet these metrics may not be enough
to accurately measure the predictive performance of the
model in all cases. This is due to the imbalance class
that exists on different datasets in most selected studies.
Thus, AUC might be the right option in such an instance
because it is suitable for individual class performance
evaluation [36], [37].

For instance, Kaati et al. [38] in their study ‘‘Detecting
Multipliers of Jihadism on Twitter ’’ collected two different
sets of data that involved in media Mujahideen and Jihadist
propaganda. The Mujahideen consists of 835 English tweeps
and 337 Arabic tweeps. On the other hand, the jihadist
data consists of 87,753 English and 61,013 Arabic sets of
jihadist propaganda tweets. The set of these data has been
employed in classification. The study has utilized precision,
recall, and accuracy as the performance metrics to measure
the predictive performance of the classification. It is obvi-
ous that the two sets of data are naturally imbalanced and
in such an instance, there may be a bias in relying only
on those performance metrics. Therefore, the correct mea-
sure to accurately measure the predictive performance of the
Multiplier of jihadism detection is AUC. The reason is that
AUC has a strong resistance to the skewness in datasets.
Table 2 shows a summary of the performance measures
employed.

IV. SYSTEMATIC MAPPING
Following the guideline by Petersen et al. [18], this study
adopted Systematic Mapping to categorize and summarize
the existing information technology platforms that contribute
to disseminating propaganda in an unbiased manner. The
objective of this paper is to structure the existing litera-
ture of the field of socio-technical mitigation efforts on
cyber propaganda. The systematic mapping process includes
defining research questions, searching for relevant arti-
cles, paper screening, keywording using abstracts, keywords,
and titles, and lastly data extraction and mapping out the
information Figure 1. Based on Figure 1, each step has
an outcome. The outcome of the process is the systematic
map.
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FIGURE 1. Systematic mapping process.

A. ARTICLE SCREENING/SEARCH STRATEGY
The search strategy on publications to answer the above
research questions employed four standard digital libraries
namely IEEE Explore, ACM Digital Library, Elsevier Sci-
ence Direct and ISI Web of Knowledge. These databases
were selected, based on experience as suggested by
Petersen [18] and they were known for either empirical stud-
ies or literature surveys for systematic reviews [63].

B. KEYWORD RANGE
For each digital library, query strings were created for the
search tool by employing Population, Intervention, Compar-
ison, Outcomes (PICO) keyword search method proposed by
Petersen et al. [18] and Kitchenham et al. [63]; to identify
keywords and formulate search strings from the research
questions. This method has been chosen due to its appropriate
method in attaining the specified research objectives of this
study.

• Population: It refers to a particular group that the
research intends to investigate. In our context, the pop-
ulation is the number of social media users that are
influenced by the propaganda. The used keywords are
‘‘social media’’, ‘‘social networking’’, ‘‘social network’’
and ‘‘social site’’.

• Intervention: Following the guideline by Petersen et al.
[18], intervention refers to a methodology, tool, technol-
ogy, or procedure. This research does not have a specific
intervention to be investigated.

• Comparison: Our systematic mapping study compares
several mitigation efforts of cyber propaganda.

Outcomes: The collected publications must represent a
wide coverage of areas within the field of cyber propaganda.
This will ensure the validity and objectivity of this system-
atic mapping study. The identified keywords were grouped
into sets and their synonyms were considered to formulate
different strings. We also used a Boolean operator ‘‘OR’’ to
join alternative phrases and synonyms in each component (i.e.
population comparison and outcomes) and also ‘‘AND’’ oper-
ator to join the terms respectively from the three components.

C. STUDY SELECTION AND CRITERIA
We have excluded articles that have been retrieved from the
above databases, based on inclusion and exclusion criteria,
as well as full-text reading and quality assessment.

FIGURE 2. Process of article selection.

1) INCLUSION CRITERIA
• Field of study: Social media and propaganda.
• Articles access: Articles that are open and full-text
access only.

• Year of Publication: The papers must have been pub-
lished between 2014 and 2018. In particular, these five
years was selected because it focuses only on the present
problems and trends in social media for the context of
propaganda.

• The relevance of the study: This study will contribute to
the body of knowledge on mitigating cyber-propaganda.
The contribution can be in the form of practices,
techniques, algorithms, framework, or development of
models.

2) EXCLUSION CRITERIA
• Technical reports and documents in the form of either
abstracts or presentations (i.e., elements of ‘‘grey’’ liter-
ature) are not considered

• Primary studies that are not available in an electronic
format are not included.

• Papers that are not written in the English language are
excluded.

V. DATA EXTRACTION
To extract the data required to answer the study questions,
all selected papers were read. From each selected research,
the data items are described in Table 3, and the extracted data
were then tabulated in a spreadsheet. Before data extraction,
the definitions of the data items have also been extracted and
discussed to clarify the meanings of the data items. Once the
data from the studies were recorded, an analysis was carried
out. Thus, the contributions, mitigation efforts, and social
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TABLE 3. The first stage of the retrieved article.

media platforms were identified according to the formulated
objectives and research questions.

VI. RESULTS OF THE MAPPING
The articles published until 2018, were searched and a
total number of 5176 articles were found from the selected
databases. Out of these articles, 978 articles were selected
after applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 432 arti-
cles were chosen after the reading of each article title and
abstract, and the removal of duplicate copies. Finally, a total
of 98 articles were selected after the full article reading
process. Thus, a total of 98 articles in the areas of commu-
nication, politics, computer science, health, and marketing
were selected (with a predominance of periodicals from the
computing area). However, it is noteworthy to state that most
of the articles were from developed nations such as Amer-
ica, China, and Italy. Besides, other words found that hold
the same meaning as a rumour, fake news, misinformation
and propaganda are ‘data incest’ and ‘online water army’.
At this point, it is interesting to note that most of the articles
discussed politics, disaster, war, attacks, customer reviews,
and health as a topic in misinformation studies. Additionally,
there are quite a notable amount of papers that mentioned the
technology of social bots that has become a major tool of dif-
fusion of propaganda in the social media. Most of the mitiga-
tion efforts use data mining, machine learning and sentiment
analysis as an approach to mitigate cyber propaganda. When
this study started, the researcher discovered as many articles
up to 5176 dealing with social media and false information
were identified in the first stage of the search. However, not
all of those articles had a misinformed main topic. We found
out 432 articles talked about misinformation as a problem
on the social media. Nevertheless, most of these articles did
not focus on mitigating misinformation in the first place. For
instance, some papers improved on previous rumour models
and used it to improve the vaccination issue, customer review,
language barrier and so on. When the final selection filter
was applied, this resulted in a high number of papers, which
indeed, is a serious topic to be mitigated.

VII. DISCUSSION
The extensive systematic mapping review of the research
articles on mitigation efforts on combating cyber propaganda
in social media published between 2014 and 2018 has been
investigated in this study. The study is associated with propa-
ganda, misinformation, fake news, and rumours. This study

FIGURE 3. Annual trend of cyber-propaganda and social media.

aims at identifying current research and directions for future
studies in terms of combating cyber propaganda in the social
media by using both human and technological efforts for
mitigation.

The first research question ‘‘What is the most frequent
social media platform mentioned in cyber propaganda
studies?’’

Figure 3 above shows the annual trend of cyber-propaganda
research papers from 2014 to 2018. This figure illustrates the
recent but explosive emergence of cyber-propaganda research
and the social media platform frequently used in investigating
the dispersion of false news. Based on Figure 3, it is evident
that most of the researchers developed or initiated mitigation
efforts from the Twitter dataset analysis and used it as a
medium to mitigate cyber propaganda. It is also worth men-
tioning that some of the articles did not mention what social
media platforms they focused in helping the mitigation of the
spread of false information. These articles used words like
‘social media’ and ‘social network’, instead of mentioning
which of the social media platforms are suitable to use the
mitigation effort that the paper contributed to.

In research question two, ‘‘What are the existing socio-
technical approach that contributes to mitigating cyber pro-
paganda?’’, the contribution facet from our mapping diagram
is adapted from the studies found in [64], [65], which ini-
tially focused on software development. It was then altered,
according to the most current research that contributes to
mitigating propaganda. The contribution types in this study
are described as the kind of contribution a study provides.
Table 4, shows our contribution facet on mitigating false
information in social media. Based on the findings of the
study, it is important to analyze contribution facet, to gauge
the current contributions, while identifying the gap in the
research. Once we identify the gap, we then could determine
the most appropriate segment that should be emphasized in
future research.

The research contribution focused on design science
research such as model, framework, method, technique,
approach, system, and mechanism. Based on Figure 4
three main contributions produced by the research on
cyber-propaganda are frameworks/methods (33%), models
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TABLE 4. Data item extracted from each study.

TABLE 5. Contribution facet (adapted from [64], [65]).

FIGURE 4. Contributions in mitigating propaganda from 2014 to 2018.

(30%), and approaches (22%). Figure 4 shows the model dis-
playing significant attention among researchers. Techniques
(5%), seem not to be the main concern in the context of a
mitigating effort in combating cyber-propaganda.

This review provides the answer to research question three:
‘‘What are the socio-technical compositions, especially on

FIGURE 5. Propaganda mitigation effort from 2014 to 2018.

FIGURE 6. Composition of Effort in mitigating cyber-propaganda from
2014-2018.

the effort that has been developed to mitigate propaganda?’’.
Although the research has not provided a comprehensive
method(s) of combating cyber propaganda yet, there are sev-
eral contributions towards this end goal. The contributions
listed from the findings are factors that have contributed
to dispersing propaganda, identification of propaganda, and
the spreaders’ detection of propaganda messages’ decision
making support in preventing the cyber propaganda; truth
discovery or information credibility, comprehension of pro-
paganda spreading in the network, blocking and propaganda
prediction. The overview of the findings is tabulated in
Table 6. In Figure 6: Composition of Effort in Mitigating
Cyber-Propaganda from 2014-2018, it is obvious that most of
the papers focused on propaganda mitigation through detec-
tion (40%). Figure 4 shows that the detection of propaganda
messages mostly focuses on developing a method or frame-
work and has the least contribution to the technique that
detects propaganda messages.

The ‘comprehension’ of rumour spreading (21%), dis-
cusses how the propagation of rumours happen i.e.: the
propagation characteristics of online social networks
rumours, propagation behaviour, the pattern and the trend
of propagation [66]–[69]. It is worth mentioning that this
type of effort mostly contributes to a model, as a way of
mitigating cyber propaganda. From the bubble plot diagram
shown in Figure 7, it can be concluded that these models
mostly mention how rumours spread in the network, but
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FIGURE 7. Socio-technical propaganda mitigation effort articles, produced from 2014 until 2018.

TABLE 6. Composition of effort in mitigating propaganda.

never state the social media platform it focuses on. This
type of propaganda mitigation effort has helped in providing
comprehensive information on rumour spreading and thus
can guide on how to control the same.

The ‘Identification’ (14%)mitigation effort, discusses how
the socio-technical approach can identify rumouredmessages
and spreaders through the linguistic pattern; behaviour of
the user; identification of the spreaders such as journalist
and media streams organization; and lots of other [70], [71].
‘Truth discovery’ (13%), often seeks evaluation of informa-
tion credibility, by seeking the truth of information using
manpower/social networking and technology itself. In the
bubble plot diagram shown in Figure 7, it is notable to

mention that there is no contribution to the technique that
mitigates propaganda through truth discovery. There are sev-
eral efforts discovered after extracting the articles on miti-
gating propaganda, misinformation, fake news and rumours;
through predicting the (4%) rumour, whether the message
will become rumour in the future. Several approaches have
been introduced, to help in identifying future rumours and
refuting them before they cause harm throughmodel, method,
and approaches [62], [45], [72]. Though, only one article has
been focusing on the socio aspect in mitigating propaganda;
which claims to have a strong prediction power, for the
pro-social rumour combating behaviour [73].

The ‘factors’ (4%) effort of mitigating propaganda, con-
tributes to the discovering factors on how social media is
being used to spread propaganda and what factors have
made the re-transmission of propaganda [74], [75]. Some
researchers have also discovered that journalists; media; or
organization official accounts; have become a major fac-
tor in the propagation of online rumours [76], [77]. As for
the ‘decision making’ (2%) mitigation effort, it has given
theoretical support to help the user with the decision mak-
ing process [78]. The model of correcting behaviour by the
user demonstrates how the user can make their decision
on correcting the rumours [79]. Last but not least is the
‘blocking’ (2%) mitigation effort, which holds the least num-
ber of articles to produce. Only 2 contributions are found
in blocking effort, and both of these articles introduced a
model that can help in blocking of the propaganda mes-
sages [80], [81]. Table 6 below applies the classification
schema on the primary studies that provide an overview of
the field of cyber-propaganda research.

Figure 7, shows the visualization of overall data gath-
ered as suggested by [18], which is the bubble plot diagram
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TABLE 7. Systematic map overview.
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TABLE 7. (Continued.) Systematic map overview.
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TABLE 7. (Continued.) Systematic map overview.

FIGURE 8. Contributions in mitigating propaganda from 2014 to 2018.

of the articles that focused on propaganda mitigation as
the main topic. Based on II, it is worth-mentioning that
most of the studies have only concentrated on a technical-
based/technology-based approach (92%), for propaganda
mitigation. For instance, the technical approach of combating
propaganda includes a study that contributes to the areas of
developing an algorithm, an equation or a system that com-
bats cyber propaganda. Only a very few studies have revealed
that the effort inmitigation of propaganda use social or human
effort (6%), which, in this case, includes studies that provide
ways on how social media users can combat propaganda
through social activities in the social media platform. Lastly,
the mitigation of cyber propaganda uses both socio-technical
approaches that hold the least number with only 2%.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This study presents a systematic mapping survey on the mit-
igation effort in combating cyber propaganda in the social
media. The study covered the published articles between
2014 and 2018. Out of 5176 retrieved articles, only 89 of
them meet up with the selection criteria, they were selected
for the primary study from four major academic databases.
The purpose of the selected articles is to explore an overview
of the socio-technical approaches that have been providing
ways of mitigating cyber propaganda in the social media.
From the inception, we noted that the theme of the social
media associated with propaganda, misinformation, fake
news and rumours has been widely studied. Evidence from
the reviewed primary studies indicates that many studies have
been conducted on combating cyber-propaganda. The review
result shows that 92%of the studies contribute to the technical
approach, 6% to the social effort and only 2% contribute
to socio-technical approaches. Thus, there are insufficient

studies involving how the humans, the combination of social
behaviour and the technical context can govern the side
effects of cyber propaganda. The major contributions of this
study are the literature review of the classification technique
(see section III) and literature mapping created (see Figure 8).
Based on the systematic mapping, it is possible to identify
how the context of this study has been explored; therefore,
determining research gaps and future research opportunities.
In conclusion, this systematic mapping study has provided a
vital insight into the research area by identifying the current
research and directions for future researches in terms of
combating cyber propaganda in social media by using both
human and technological efforts for mitigation. In the future,
the authors will perform a comparative analysis of cyber
propaganda detection methods.
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